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Shareholder Information

Corporate Headquarters
20 N.W. Fourth St.
Evansville, IN 47708
Tel: 812-491-4000
Web: www.vectren.com

You may call Vectren Shareholder Relations at 812-491-4190
or 800-227-8625.

Transfer Agent and Registrar
National City Bank serves as the transfer agent and registrar
for Vectren Corporation and can help with a variety of stock-
related matters, including name and address changes; transfer
of stock ownership; lost certificates; dividend payments and
reinvestment; and Form 1099s. Inquiries may be directed to:

Vectren Corporation
c/o National City Bank
Corporate Trust Operations
P.O. Box 92301
Cleveland, OH 44193-0900
Tel: 800-622-6757
Email: shareholder.inquiries@nationalcity.com

Shareholders of Record can also access records and 
request information online at: www.vectren.com or
www.nationalcitystocktransfer.com.

Dividend Reinvestment Plan
Registered shareholders of Vectren Corporation can reinvest
dividends and purchase additional Vectren stock without 
having to pay brokerage commissions or service charges
through Vectren’s Automatic Dividend Reinvestment and
Stock Purchase Plan.

To participate in the plan, investors must make their initial pur-
chase through a brokerage firm, requesting that the shares be
registered in the investor’s name. New shareholders of record
will automatically receive a prospectus and enrollment card
from Vectren’s Transfer Agent, National City Bank.

Annual Meeting
The annual meeting of shareholders of Vectren Corporation
will be held at 10:00 a.m. (Central Daylight Time) on
Wednesday, April 28, 2004 at the American Red Cross
Center in Evansville, Indiana.

Common Stock
The common stock of Vectren Corporation is traded on the
NYSE under ticker symbol VVC. As of March 5, 2004 there
were 12,835 shareholders of record.

Market Price and Dividends

Stock Price Dividend
2003 High Low Per Share

Q1 $24.50 $19.70 $0.275

Q2 26.13 21.05 0.275

Q3 25.02 22.25 0.275

Q4 24.85 22.73 0.285

Cash dividends of Vectren Corporation common stock are con-
sidered quarterly by the board of directors for payment on the
first business day of March, June, September, and December
of each year. Vectren Corporation and its predecessors have
increased dividends annually for 44 consecutive years.

Communications to Non-Employee Directors
Shareholders and other parties interested in communicating
directly with the Lead Director, Chair of the Audit Committee
or with any of the non-employee directors as a group may 
do so by writing to:

Lead Director, Chair, Audit Committee, 
or Non-Employee Directors
Vectren Corporation
P.O. Box 3144
Evansville, IN 47731-3144

Investor Relations
Institutional investors and securities analysts should 
direct inquiries to:

Steven M. Schein
Vice President, Investor Relations
Tel: 812-491-4209
Email: sschein@vectren.com

Archives and email alerts of Vectren’s press releases, 
annual reports, proxy statements, SEC filings, and analyst
presentations are made available on the company’s website:
www.vectren.com. Vectren’s annual report on Form 10-K to
the Securities and Exchange Commission may be obtained
by shareholders without charge by writing to Investor Relations
at the corporate address or by calling 800-227-8625.
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V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N   1

and proud of it
Nothing excites us more than the simple, yet essential, fact
that our customers depend on us for reliable, low-cost energy.
Homes are made comfortable; classrooms stay bright; hospi-
tals remain ready; and businesses keep running because
we’re on the job. Vectren is an energy and applied technology
company serving customers primarily in Indiana and Ohio.
Because energy matters so much, we focus all our attention
on running things the right way. 
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V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N   3

promises to keep
People trust Vectren to consistently and reliably deliver 
efficient, cost-effective energy. Because that trust is so crucial
to long-term performance, we organize and deploy all our
assets, talents, and capabilities to serve and satisfy 
customers. Service is our number one priority, our most
important commitment.
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4 V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N

In our experience, good customer service is a function of two things: solid infrastructure and

successful relationships. Over the past several years, we’ve invested in systems and facilities

that enhance our ability to connect and sustain meaningful contact with our customers.

We opened a new call center in January 2002 and with it implemented a new customer

information system that significantly improves the speed and accuracy of our ability to

respond to customer requests. In 2003, we built on that progress and expanded our mobile

dispatch system, so it covers our entire service area.This system is making a real difference

because Vectren’s qualified and committed technicians can respond precisely where and

when they’re needed most.

Vectren’s industrial customers
demand flawless, uninter-
rupted service. Industrial 
sales representatives, such 
as Marilyn Lynch, keep us in
close contact with customers
like PPG Industries, Inc., so 
we can solve problems and
seize opportunities.

Knowledge is power, which 
is why we employ surveys 
to keep us informed and up- 
to-date regarding customer
needs and interests. Customers
throughout our service areas
expressed 92% overall satisfac-
tion with Vectren’s reliable and
affordable service.

92%

We believe good service is 
a direct result of disciplined,
conscientious operations. That’s
why we focus resources and
expertise on the relentless pur-
suit of system improvements
and operational efficiencies.
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V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N   5

Vectren’s ability to provide service to our customers and create value for our shareholders

is directly connected to the quality, capability, and enthusiasm of our employees.

Responsiveness to customers is more than a priority; it’s our reason for being. We stay 

in close contact with the people we serve, so problems and opportunities can be quickly

addressed. Employees are well-trained and knowledgeable. They’re also person-

ally committed to satisfying customers in the most efficient and professional manner 

possible. We’re developing a corporate culture that strives for continuous improvement 

and high performance. Our company is characterized most by the attributes of ingenuity

and responsiveness.

One million customers in Indiana
and west central Ohio count on
Vectren to keep them produc-
tive, comfortable, and secure. 

“I take a great deal of pride in serving
customers. I care about them, and 
I understand what it takes to find the
right answer and quickly deliver an
effective solution. When customers
call, they should reach someone 
who really cares about them and
who knows how to get things done.” 

– Jill Kihn 
customer service specialist

I N D I A N A

O H I O
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V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N   7

powerful people
In the final analysis, strategies can’t create value. Systems
and equipment don’t satisfy customers. Technology doesn’t
generate ideas or discover ways to improve performance.
Only people can move a company forward. Because Vectren
is committed to long-term growth and lasting success, we do
everything in our power to have the right people working on
the right things in the right places.
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8 V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N

Because people make the greatest difference in any organization, Vectren’s management

team concentrates significant time and effort on building an organization and corporate 

culture that is committed to high levels of performance and accountability. We’re creating 

a company that is responsive, flexible, and smart. We’re also constantly looking for ways 

to maximize efficiency and streamline processes. Most importantly, we’re focused on core

strengths that support and advance our core business.

Operational skill is measured in several ways – hours of uninterrupted service, professional

safety, responsiveness, and repair capability – but the crucial measurements always relate to

customer satisfaction, profitability, and shareholder value.

“Mining coal isn’t what it used to be.
New technologies and equipment
enable us to extract and utilize this
plentiful resource in more efficient
and cleaner ways.” 

– Randy Beck
Vectren Fuels

Prudent and proper corporate
governance is extremely impor-
tant to us. All of Vectren’s
employees accept and uphold
the highest standards of 
ethical conduct. 
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V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N   9

In 2003, we experienced a number of successes that strengthened Vectren’s organizational

development and competitive position.Vectren has staying power based on established core

competencies, efficient operations, and a well-balanced footing for growth.

Maybe the most striking example of success is our safety record. Our 2003 employee injury

rate was exceptional and places us among the best in the industry regarding injury 

prevention. Concentrated efforts to improve employee safety extends to the customers and

to the communities we serve. Vectren has been honored with safety and health awards

from state, regional, and national authorities, including the American Gas Association, that

recognized Vectren as an industry leader in accident prevention.

Through mobile data dispatch,
Vectren’s response teams are
on alert and on the go to keep
energy in motion. Johnnie Scott
exemplifies the company’s com-
mitment to customer service
and operational excellence. 

Training and personal account-
ability continue to influence
Vectren’s impressive safety
record. We’ve seen a 59%
improvement during the past
four years.

59%

Miller Pipeline’s infrastructure
construction and repair exper-
tise helps utilities effectively
manage the costs of rehabili-
tating aging gas and water 
distribution systems.
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in the heartland
We’re a Midwestern energy and utility company, so it’s not
surprising that we closely reflect the values and perspectives
of citizens living throughout Indiana and west central Ohio.
Vectren’s employees share their time, their energy, and their
talent in efforts to improve and enhance the economic and
social vitality of our region.
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For us, philanthropy and community service are more than the company’s direct financial

support through grants, scholarships, and donations. As a company, we are engaged in

actively improving the vitality and well-being of the people in our service areas. Vectren

employees donate time and talent in support of educational programs, youth organizations,

United Way initiatives, and the American Red Cross as well as numerous other social service

activities. Our employees logged in more than 9,000 company hours of volunteer time,

excluding the many evening and weekend hours that are committed to community causes.

To be engaged and involved in the life of our communities is, in fact, a crucial aspect of

Vectren’s corporate mission. We are a service organization that not only generates and

Vectren has been 
recognized as United Way
Corporate Volunteer of the 
Year in Southwestern Indiana.

“I’ve seen a lot of community 
support and encouragement from
Vectren’s managers and employees.
I know first-hand how committed
they are to uplifting communities,
improving education, and helping
kids make the right choices.” 

– Patricia Jackson
Vectren’s Loaned Executive to 

the United Way of Southwestern Indiana
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V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N   1 3

delivers energy to the region, but we also bring our people, whose ideas, optimism, and 

personal commitment to service inspire a great deal of civic pride and positive action.

In addition to community service,Vectren actively supports community and state organiza-

tions that promote commercial enterprise and economic prosperity throughout the region.

We offer assistance to companies and organizations interested in locating operations or

expanding their presence in Indiana and west central Ohio. We recognize the valuable con-

tribution of strong business relationships within our communities.

Through direct contributions 
and employee volunteerism,
Vectren provided more than 
$1.7 million in 2003 to hundreds
of community organizations in
Indiana and Ohio.

Employee volunteers bring
energy and life to the commu-
nity. We serve on boards, lead
committees, organize citizens,
and generate enthusiasm for
improving the quality of life. 

Vectren believes that, to help
tomorrow’s leaders, we must
help today’s youth. We are a
leader in education through inno-
vative classroom grant programs
like Bright Ideas, a partnership
between Vectren, Peyton
Manning, and state educators.

$1.7M I L L I O N
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V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N   1 5

solid foundation
Vectren has increased its dividend payments for 44 consecutive
years. This ongoing achievement underscores the quality of
management’s discipline and vision. By focusing on and
building around our core business and by aligning all our
resources to maximize service quality, Vectren will continue
to create shareholder value for years to come.
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1 6 V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N

Management’s strategies and priorities are evident in Vectren’s organizational structure,

the alignment of assets around the core utilities, and our insistence that nonregulated 

businesses enhance and support the core business.Vectren is committed to providing reliable

and competitively priced electric power while meeting the company’s environmental

responsibilities and commitments. In the period of 2002-2005, we plan to invest approxi-

mately $250 million in state-of-the-art pollution control equipment.

Vectren Energy Delivery continues to seek and discover ways to improve productivity and

reduce delivery costs. Energy delivery productivity improvements have resulted in cost

reductions of more than 8% over the last two years.

“We continue to look for asset 
optimization opportunities not 
just on physical assets but also 
on the most important asset, our
employees. Our goal is to do the 
job right the first time and in the
most efficient manner possible.” 

– Dan Berry
regional manager

One of our nonregulated 
businesses, Energy Systems
Group, provides energy savings
through performance contract-
ing, enhancing Vectren’s core
utility strength.
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V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N   1 7

Of course, the cost of maintaining and adding new utility plant remains significant.

To strengthen the company’s financial position, we issued $200 million of new lower

coupon long-term debt and retired $118 million of higher coupon debt in 2003. We also 

completed a public offering of 7.4 million shares of common stock and realized net proceeds

of $163 million. We recognize the importance of good financial strategies and remain 

committed to not only maintaining but also improving our strong investment grade 

ratings. These steps, along with sophisticated methods to assess and analyze the 

productivity of equipment, work processes, and employee deployment, have put Vectren 

in position for sustainable and profitable growth.

Vectren’s dedicated employees
meet customer needs around 
the clock, making sure that the
energy keeps flowing.

90%

The emissions from our Culley
generating unit #3 are some 
of the lowest for any coal-fired
units in the nation. In the last
decade, we have reduced NOx
emissions by over 90%.

Excess power is sold to other
utilities, optimizing the available
capacity generated by Vectren’s
coal-fired generating units.
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1 8 V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N

Vectren Corporation is a progressive energy and applied 
technology holding company headquartered in Evansville,
Indiana. Vectren’s core utility business provides gas and/or
electric service to over one million customers. It has been
recognized nationally for its safety and locally for its com-
munity involvement. Vectren’s nonregulated operations
complement the core utility strategy and provide energy 
and energy-related services to customers throughout the
Midwest and Southeast.

Gas Utility Services Vectren Energy Delivery’s natural gas
distribution business provides natural gas service to over
972,000 customers in adjoining service territories that cover
nearly two-thirds of Indiana and west central Ohio.

Electric Utility Services Vectren Energy Delivery’s electric
transmission and distribution services provide electricity 
to over 135,000 customers in southwestern Indiana. The 
six coal-fired electric generation units and six peaking 
turbines provide the capacity to meet the power needs 
of our customers.

Energy Marketing and Services ProLiance Energy manages
significant firm transportation and storage capacity and mar-
kets natural gas and fuel supply management services for
customers in the Midwest and Southeast. Energy Systems
Group provides energy savings performance contracting by
implementing both demand and supply related improvements
that pay for themselves from energy and operational savings.

Coal Mining Vectren Fuels owns two Indiana coal mines and
sells coal to Vectren’s utility operations and other third parties.
The group also generates IRS Code Section 29 investment
tax credits relating to the production of coal-based synthetic
fuels through its investment in Pace Carbon.

Other Businesses Reliant Services, including Miller Pipeline,
provides utility infrastructure services such as underground
construction and repair; SIGECOM provides broadband 
services in Evansville, Indiana; and Vectren Source provides
natural gas supply to residential and small commercial 
customers in local distribution territories where choice is
available. The group also includes investments in energy-
related opportunities, real estate, and leveraged leases.

1

Financial and Operating Highlights

In millions, except per share amounts 2003 2002 2001

Net income $111.2 $114.0 $÷52.7

Return on average common shareholders’ equity (ROE) 11.5% 13.3% 6.7%

Shares outstanding at year end 75.6 67.9 67.7

Average shares outstanding for basic earnings 70.6 67.6 66.7

Per Common Share
Basic earnings $÷1.58 $÷1.69 $÷0.79

Dividends paid $÷1.11 $÷1.07 $÷1.03

Annual dividend rate at year end $÷1.14 $÷1.10 $÷1.06

Book value $14.17 $12.81 $12.40

Market price at year end $24.65 $23.00 $23.98

Vectren at a Glance

1Includes nonrecurring merger, integration, and restructuring costs and other nonrecurring items totaling $26.4 million, after tax, or $0.40 per share.
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Letter to Shareholders
Earnings and Dividends

In dollars

2002 2003

Dividends

Earnings

$1
.0

7
$1

.6
9

$1
.1

1
$1

.5
8

Vectren’s ability to create value over time is grounded in our 
commitment to the core utility business. The right steps have 
been taken to position Vectren for the future. We’ve increased 
efficiencies, improved customer service, and implemented more
effective cost management. 

As we reported at the end of the fourth quarter, fiscal 

2003 was a good year for Vectren. We took many important

steps to strengthen and position the company for the future,

and I believe we’re in good shape to sustain steady growth

and extend our record of reliable, consistent value creation

for shareholders. In 2003, Vectren increased its quarterly 

dividend by 3.6% to $0.285. This marks the 44th consecutive

year that Vectren has increased its dividend to shareholders.

I’m especially pleased by successful efforts to strengthen the

company’s financial position through permanent financing

and the recovery of fair returns on our electric environmental

expenditures. We’ve also made significant progress in 

sharpening the focus of our nonregulated operations. Those

businesses are positioned to enhance earnings growth well

into the future. I have also been impressed by our manage-

ment team’s focused and disciplined efforts in running our

utility operations, as they continue to provide our customers

with safe and reliable service.

During the past several years, we have invested more than

$400 million to improve the infrastructure and the capacity of

our gas and electric utility operations. We successfully 

completed both debt and equity offerings in favorable 

markets, which enabled us to recapitalize and strengthen 

our balance sheet.The next step, which is already underway,
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2 0 V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N

Niel C. Ellerbrook
Chairman, President and 
Chief Executive Officer

is to go through the regulatory process to ensure a fair return

continues to be earned on those capital investments. And

those investments, I believe, represent the real story of 2003

because they position us to achieve consolidated earnings

growth in the 5% range for 2004 and even greater improve-

ments in 2005 and the years beyond.

For the year 2003, we recorded net income of $111.2 million,

or $1.58 per share, compared to net income of $114.0 million,

or $1.69 per share, in 2002. This reflects a decline in earnings

from the Utility Group, which was partially offset by increased

earnings from our nonregulated group. The decrease in earn-

ings per share also reflects the impact of 7.4 million additional

shares outstanding as the result of our equity offering, which

netted proceeds of approximately $163 million.

Our utility group saw earnings of $85.6 million, as compared

to $97.1 million in 2002. The 2003 results reflect the impact 

of increased operating expenses and the write off of our

investment in BABB International, a company that processes

fly ash into building materials. We did, however, partially 

offset that decline by the electric rate recovery related to

environmental compliance and our ability to optimize our

low-cost generating fleet as reflected in the increased 

nonfirm wholesale power margins. In addition, we have seen

higher gas costs burdening customers and driving up utility

operating expenses while driving down consumption.

On the nonregulated side of the business, which is anchored

by energy marketing and services and coal mining, we

achieved earnings of $27.6 million compared to $19.0 million

in 2002. Our increased results in 2003 reflect the earnings con-

tribution from both of these groups and a net gain recognized

from the divestiture of non-core businesses and investments.

It’s important to understand that our nonregulated business

strategy focuses on strengthening and complementing

Vectren’s core utility enterprise. ProLiance Energy, our gas

energy marketing company, completed its eighth consecutive

successful year. The performance contracting operations,

Energy Systems Group, achieved its ninth consecutive year

of profitability. New technologies continue to make coal more

environmentally friendly and a fuel of the future. Our coal

mining group includes two Indiana coal mines, Prosperity

and Cypress Creek, and we are able to use this abundant and

inexpensive fuel to fire our electric generating plants that
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serve our customers and neighboring utilities. We also made

great progress in narrowing the focus of our nonregulated

businesses to ensure they are linked to the core strengths of

our utility operations and to maintain activities that create

long-term value for our shareholders. During the past three

years we have sold more than $100 million of nonregulated

assets, while substantially increasing the earnings contribu-

tion from our nonregulated businesses.

From a management perspective, I am very optimistic about

Vectren’s future prospects. We have an extremely strong and

capable management team along with an exceptional group of

dedicated, hard-working employees. Our culture is one of hon-

esty and credibility supported by our commitment to the

highest standards of corporate governance and ethical codes of

conduct. I have made the point several times in speeches and

presentations that we are doing a good job managing all the

factors that are under our control. By concentrating our talent

and determined effort on the core business strategy, we have

improved operational efficiency, overall safety, and the quality

of our customer service. The one issue outside our direct 

control, but not out of our influence, is regulatory rate relief.

To meet our objectives in 2004 and the years beyond, it is

extremely important that we are granted fair and meaningful

rate relief. There are gas rate cases for all three service areas

coming in the months ahead, and we are optimistic about

gaining positive outcomes. We are committed to working

with all stakeholders to establish energy prices that balance

the costs of delivering exceptional service with providing a

fair return to the company’s investors.

It is also important that our nonregulated group build upon

its outstanding performance. We believe that can occur in all

three of our primary business groups. Energy Marketing and

Services should benefit from the continuing impact of

volatile gas prices and growth in the number of customers

served. Coal mining has experienced expected improvement

in the productivity and yield at the company’s two mines and

will also benefit from recently approved price adjustments.

Finally, Utility Infrastructure Services should show improve-

ment from the turnaround in spending by utilities throughout

the United States.

We’ve made significant progress 
in narrowing the focus of our 
nonregulated operations so those
businesses continue to grow earn-
ings and support our core utility.
ProLiance Energy completed its
eighth consecutive successful year.

Utility and 
Nonregulated Earnings
In millions

2002 2003

Nonregulated

Utility

$1
9.

0
$9

7.
1

$2
7.

6
$8

5.
6
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Before closing, I would like to take this opportunity to say

how grateful I am for the experience and guidance provided

by our Board of Directors. I also want to personally thank

Larry Ferger for the wise counsel that he has provided to me

personally, his fellow board members and our entire manage-

ment team over the years. Larry’s service on behalf of the

Company spans an amazing five decades. He began his career

with Indiana Gas Company in 1964; and over the course of a

very distinguished career, he ultimately rose to and retired as

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. He has been a member

of the board of the Company, or its predecessors, since 1984.

As required by our Code of By-Laws, Larry will retire from

board service effective May 31, 2004. On behalf of the entire

board, our management team and all of our employees, we

wish Larry the very best in his retirement and thank him for

his contributions to the Company.

Looking forward, we will continue to establish and achieve

business objectives designed to make us not just a good,

but a great utility service provider, while improving, strength-

ening, and growing the earnings contribution of our

nonregulated businesses. I am extremely confident that

Niel C. Ellerbrook

Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer

March 11, 2004

Vectren is well-prepared and well-positioned to achieve

growth and create long-term value for our shareholders.

Since the merger that created Vectren, we’ve provided a 

total return to shareholders of over 50%. And it really goes

without saying just how proud we are of Vectren and its 

predecessor companies’ record of increasing the dividend for

44 consecutive years. We now stand on a strong foundation.

The management team is in place and focused on the right

things. The employees are engaged and enthusiastic about

the company, and our business partners are committed 

to supporting the enterprise. We manage this business to

provide service day after day with an eye on the future to

ensure that Vectren remains a strong service provider, a valued

community partner, a great employer, and a worthy investment

now and in the years ahead.We are proud of who we are.

Vectren, like other utilities, will 
need regulatory rate relief to 
attract the capital necessary for 
the provision of reliable, high-quality
service. We’re confident that fair 
and meaningful rate relief will be
achieved this year.

Total Assets and Capitalization

In millions

2002 2003

Capitalization

Assets

$1
,8

24
$3

,1
37

$2
,1

45
$3

,3
53
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Directors and Officers

Board of Directors
Niel C. Ellerbrook 1

Chairman, President and 
Chief Executive Officer
of Vectren Corporation
Age 55, Director since 1991,
Chairman since 2000

John M. Dunn 3, 5

President and Chief 
Executive Officer of Dunn
Hospitality Group, Ltd.
Age 66, Director since 1996

John D. Engelbrecht 1, 2

President and Chief Executive
Officer of South Central
Communications Corporation
Age 52, Director since 1996

L. A. Ferger 2, 4

Retired Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer 
of Indiana Energy, Inc.
Age 69, Director since 1984
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Speedway Corporation
Age 44, Director since 1990
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Lead Director since 2003
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Executive Officer of Mays
Chemical Company, Inc.
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J. Timothy McGinley 1, 5
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House Investments, Inc.
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Chairman and Director 
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Age 64, Director since 1984
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Chief Executive Officer 
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Age 68, Director since 1985
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President and Chief 
Executive Officer of Fifth 
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Executive Officer of Harding,
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Age 67, Director since 1989
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President and Founder 
of Cambridge Capital
Management Corporation
Age 46, Director since 1996
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Robert L. Goocher
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Vice President, Strategic
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Communications and 
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Robert E. Heidorn
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2 4 V E C T R E N  C O R P O R A T I O N

5-Year Financial Review

In millions, except per share amounts 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999

Operations
Operating revenues $1,587.7 $1,523.8 $2,009.1 $1,607.6 $1,056.2

Cost of sales 968.9 918.0 «1,438.4 1,092.6 589.0

Operating margin 618.8 605.8 570.7 515.0 467.2

Operating expenses
Other operating 233.7 223.0 «265.0 239.6 189.5

Depreciation and amortization 128.7 119.6 124.1 105.7 87.0

Taxes other than income taxes 57.0 51.9 53.7 38.0 29.9

Total operating expenses 419.4 394.5 442.8 383.3 306.4

Operating income 199.4 211.3 127.9 131.7 160.8

Other income 25.2 20.6 30.1 32.9 20.5

EBIT 224.6 231.9 158.0 164.6 181.3

Interest expense 75.6 78.5 83.2 56.4 42.9

Income before income taxes 149.0 153.4 74.8 108.2 138.4

Income taxes 37.7 38.9 14.1 34.2 45.7

Minority interest and preferred dividend
requirement of subsidiaries 0.1 0.5 1.4 2.0 2.0

Income before extraordinary loss and cumulative
effect of change in accounting principle 111.2 114.0 59.3 72.0 90.7

Extraordinary loss (net of tax) – – (7.7) – –

Cumulative effect of change in 
accounting principle (net of tax) – – 1.1 – –

Net income $÷«111.2 $÷«114.0 $÷÷«52.7 $÷÷«72.0 $÷÷«90.7

Common Stock Data
Average shares outstanding – basic 70.6 67.6 66.7 61.3 61.3

Average shares outstanding – diluted 70.8 67.9 66.9 61.4 61.4

Earnings per share – basic $÷÷«1.58 $÷÷«1.69 $÷÷«0.79 $÷÷«1.18 $÷÷«1.48

Earnings per share – diluted $÷÷«1.57 $÷÷«1.68 $÷÷«0.79 $÷÷«1.17 $÷÷«1.48

Dividends per share $÷÷«1.11 $÷÷«1.07 $÷÷«1.03 $÷÷«0.98 $÷÷«0.94

Dividend payout ratio 70% 63% 130% 83% 64%

Book value per share $÷«14.17 $÷«12.81 $÷«12.40 $÷«11.94 $÷«11.58

Market price (year end, closing) $÷«24.65 $÷«23.00 $÷«23.98 $÷«25.63 –

Return on average common shareholders’ equity 11.5% 13.3% 6.7% 10.0% 13.1%

Balance Sheet Data
Capitalization

Common shareholders’ equity $1,071.7 $«÷869.9 $÷«839.3 $÷«733.4 $÷«709.8

Preferred shareholders’ equity 0.2 0.3 0.5 17.0 19.3

Long-term debt (excluding current portion) 1,072.8 954.2 1,014.0 632.0 486.7

Total $2,144.7 $1,824.4 $1,853.8 $1,382.4 $1,215.8

Capitalization ratios
Common shareholders’ equity 50.0% 47.7% 45.3% 53.1% 58.4%

Preferred shareholders’ equity 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.2% 1.6%

Long-term debt (excluding current portion) 50.0% 52.3% 54.7% 45.7% 40.0%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Capital expenditures
Utility and other $÷«223.0 $÷«190.7 $÷«204.7 $÷«137.0 $÷«134.2

Nonregulated 13.2 28.0 35.0 27.3 1.7

Total $÷«236.2 $÷«218.7 $÷«239.7 $÷«164.3 $÷«135.9

Total assets $3,353.4 $3,136.5 $2,878.7 $2,943.7 $1,980.5
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